New On Our Shelves

Third Thoughts
Steven Weinberg

Steven Weinberg is winner of the 1979 Nobel Prize in Physics

“Weinberg has a knack for capturing a complex concept in a succinct, unforgettable image...[He's] one of the smartest and most diligent scientists around.”
—Nature

“This book should be read...for the opportunity it affords to follow the wanderings of a brilliant mind through topics ranging from high-energy physics and the makeup of the cosmos to poetry, and from the history and philosophy of science to the dangers of economic inequality...[A] captivating book.”
—Science

Universe in Creation
A New Understanding of the Big Bang and the Emergence of Life
Roy R. Gould

A compelling narrative of how the universe—with no instruction other than its own laws—evolved into billions of galaxies and gave rise to life.

“An engaging book that clearly explains many fundamental concepts in cosmology, astrophysics, biology and chemistry.”
—Astronomy Now

“Gould...proposes a fascinating thesis about life's emergence in this eloquent debut...Readers will appreciate Gould's erudition and his new way of looking at the universe.”
—Publishers Weekly

Our Universe
An Astronomer's Guide
Jo Dunkley

A lively and exceptionally clear introduction to the structure and history of the universe and its enduring mysteries.

“Splendidly conveys what we’ve learnt about the universe, and the exhilarating progress we can expect in coming decades.”
—Martin Rees, Astronomer Royal of Great Britain

Exoplanets
Hidden Worlds and the Quest for Extraterrestrial Life
Donald Goldsmith

“How do alien, faraway worlds reveal their existence to Earthlings? Let Donald Goldsmith count the ways. As an experienced astronomer and a gifted storyteller, he is the perfect person to chronicle the ongoing hunt for planets of other stars.”
—Dava Sobel

ART CREDIT: “Moonlight Walk” by John Atkinson Grimshaw. Private Collection / Bridgeman Images
Outbreak Culture
*The Ebola Crisis and the Next Epidemic*

Pardis Sabeti • Lara Salahi

The award-winning genetic researcher who helped tame the Ebola epidemic pairs up with a prize-winning journalist to tell the story of what happened and what would have to change to prevent the next outbreak from spiraling out of control.

“A forceful and instructive account, as passionate and heartfelt as it is learned, Outbreak Culture reveals the experience most Ebola responders had but could not name.”
—Paul Farmer, cofounder of Partners in Health

2018 11 photos, 1 map, 1 graph, 2 tables 288 pp.
$29.95 • £18.95 cloth 9780674975989

Superbugs
*An Arms Race against Bacteria*

William Hall • Anthony McDonnell • Jim O’Neill

“An immensely readable description of the challenges that encourage overuse of antibiotics and discourage new drug development...Superbugs is a worthy exposition of the challenges we will have to surmount to incentivize more responsible antibiotic use until we discover new ways of dealing with infections.”
—Science

2018 2 halftones, 4 line illus., 4 graphs, 3 tables 256 pp.
$29.95 • £21.95 cloth 9780674975989

The New Chimpanzee
*A Twenty-First-Century Portrait of Our Closest Kin*

Craig Stanford

“A remarkably thorough account of our current knowledge about free-living chimpanzees.”
—Wall Street Journal

“Provides a comprehensive view of wild chimpanzees as never before seen.”
—Times Higher Education

2018 1 map, 8 graphs, 6 tables 260 pp.
$35.00 • £25.95 cloth 9780674977112
Forthcoming in Spring 2019

Hygiene

Volume I: Books 1–4
Volume II: Books 5–6
Thrasybulus. On Exercise with a Small Ball

GALEN
Edited and translated by Ian Johnston

Hygiene provides a comprehensive account of the practice of preventive medicine that still has relevance today.

“Ian Johnston’s excellent translation of Hygiene is the best appreciation yet of the classic.”
—Nature

Volume 1: 2018  515 pp.  9780674907127  LCL 535
Volume 2: 2018  401 pp.  9780674907134  LCL 536

Diseases of Women 1–2

Hippocrates
Edited and translated by Paul Potter

This is the final volume in the Loeb Classical Library’s complete edition of Hippocrates’ invaluable texts, which provide essential information about the practice of medicine in antiquity and about Greek theories concerning the human body. This volume represents the most extensive accounts in the Hippocratic collection of female reproductive life.

Volume XI: 2018  526 pp.  9780674996571  LCL 538

$26.00 • £18.95 each

www.loebclassics.com
Cognitive Gadgets
Cecilia Heyes
★ Shortlist, British Psychological Society Book Award
Belknap Press 2018
$29.95 • £21.95 cloth
9780674980150

Elements of Surprise
Vera Tobin
★ A Times Higher Education Book of the Week
2018 $35.00 • £25.95 cloth
9780674980204

Becoming Human
Michael Tomasello
Belknap Press 2018
$25.95 cloth
9780674980853

A Natural History of Human Thinking
Michael Tomasello
★ A Guardian Top Science Book
2018; 2014
$19.95 • £15.95 paper
9780674986831

A Natural History of Human Morality
Michael Tomasello
★ Eleanor Maccoby Book Award in Developmental Psychology
2018; 2016
$19.95 • £15.95 paper
9780674986824